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Observation of the 1
2 power law in Rayleigh-Bénard convection
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The 1
2 power law is reported in a Rayleigh-Be´nard experiment: Nu;Ra1/2, where Ra and Nu are the Rayleigh

and Nusselt numbers. This observation is coherent with the predictions of the ultimate convection regime,
characterized by fully turbulent heat transfers. Ordered rough boundaries are used to cancel the correction due
to the thickness variation of the viscous sublayer, and the observation of the asymptotic regime is therefore
possible. This result supports the interpretation of a laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition to account for
the observation of Chavanneet al. of a new regime@X. Chavanneet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.79, 3648~1997!#.
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Turbulent convection theories predict an ultimate regi
of convection, characterized by a fully turbulent and adv
tive heat transfer in the boundary layers~see, for example
Refs.@1–3#!. This new regime is expected to be triggered
a laminar-turbulent transition in the boundary layer, but
onset Rayleigh or Reynolds numbers remain difficult to p
dict. However, the heat transfer law can be derived wit
few traditional assumptions on turbulent boundary laye
Asymptotically, it gives: Nu5s Ra1/2, where Nu and Ra are
respectively the Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers, ands a
Prandtl number~Pr! dependent factor. Such a high-expone
power law has never been measured, and during the
decades, this prediction has been feeding an active ex
mental search for the ultimate regime.

A practical motivation is sustained by meteorolog
oceanography, climatology, and engineering, where the
mate regime is a stumbling block in the understanding
geophysical and industrial flows: oceans, atmosphere, po
plants, storage tanks, etc. For example, a two-decade v
tion of the threshold Ra to the ultimate regime will result
a 150% variation in the heat flux.

Up to now, apparent discrepancies between experim
as well as diverging predictions~Pr dependence, onset of th
laminar-turbulent transition, etc.! have highlighted a genera
lack of understanding. Experimental evidences for a tra
tion to a new regime in mercury@4# and in cryogenics helium
@5,6# are balanced by other experiments showing no tra
tion @7,8#. The most convincing results showing a transiti
to the ultimate regime are due to Chavanneet al., who fitted
the raising of the new regime with a Nu;Ra0.39 power law
over more than two decades above Ra51012. They invoked
logarithmic corrections to the Nu;Ra0.5 power law to ac-
count for their 0.39 exponent These corrections corresp
to the expected thickness variation of the viscous subla
with the Rayleigh or Reynolds~Re! numbers.

The purpose of this Rapid Communication is to show t
an appropriate periodic roughness can constrain the vis
sublayer thickness and allows us to measure the 0.5 expo
predicted by theories, 40 years ago. Our experiment co
11 decades in Rayleigh numbers, from the pure diffus
regime~Nu51! below the onset of convection, up to the ne
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regime evidenced by Chavanneet al. @6# for Ra.231011.
Figure 1 gathers the Nu and corresponding Pr as function
the Ra~note that Pr varies essentially by step between t
series of measurements!. Apart from the roughness, our ce
is similar to the one used in Ref.@6# and the same measurin
apparatus is used. Details about the setup are present
Refs.@9,10#.

Figure 2 is a schematic view of the cell and the w
roughness. The cell is a cylinder 20 cm high and 10 cm
diameter~aspect ratio 0.5! hanging in a cryogenics vacuum
The measured stainless steel wall thermal conductance is
mW/K at 4.7 K. The corresponding heat flux is subtracted
the data presented. Heat leaks from the bottom plate to
calorimeter or to the top plate are negligible in such a set
as shown in Ref.@10#.

Top and bottom plates are made of 2.5 cm thick cop
plates annealed during brazing. Its conductivity has b
measured to be 880 W K21 m21 at 4.2 K@11#. The roughness
is a 110mm deepV-shape groove with top and bottom ang
of 90°. The grooves cover the whole interior of the ce
plates and side walls.

FIG. 1. Dependence of Nu~closed symbols! and Pr~open sym-
bols! on Ra. The shape of each symbol is associated with the fil
of the cell. The cell density in kg/m3 is: m n, 0.014;j h, 1.57;d
s, 13.5; . ,, 39.8; andl L, 66.3. Note that Ra varies from
below the onset of convection up to the new regime.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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The top plate is in thermal contact with a liquid heliu
bath through a measured 7 K/W brass heat link, and its t
perature is regulated by a PID controller~down to an uncer-
tainty of few tens ofmK!. The bottom plate is Joule heate
with a constant powerP ranging from P,2 mW for
Ra,33106, 7 mW,P,100 mW for 33106,Ra,3
31010 up to 500mW,P,200 mW for Ra.331011. The
cell is filled by turns with five different densities~see the
caption of Fig. 1! known with 62% uncertainty. The quan
tity of helium introduced in the cell is measured at roo
temperature using a calibrated volume. For each density
mean temperature and heat flux are adjusted in order to
the control parameters~Ra and Pr!. The procedure benefit
from the smoother dependence of the He properties ve
the density, compared to that with the pressure when
critical point is approached, which is more difficult to me
sure in this sort of cryogenics setup. The Boussinesq c
rion applied isaDT,20%, wherea and DT are the He
constant pressure thermal expansion coefficient and the
perature difference between the two plates.

The temperature differenceDT is measured using a spe
cially designed AuFe/NbTi thermocouple of 15mK accuracy
and absolute resolution@10#. Both adiabatic gradient mea
surements and operation with superfluid helium in the c
validated smallDT operation and the absolute zeroing. F
absolute calibration of the germanium resistance therm
eters, the critical temperatureTc was approached down to 0.
mK.

The helium properties that are used are compiled fr
many sources@12–17#. Some improvements since the wo
reported in Ref.@9# address transport properties@11#. The
data from Ref.@9# presented below have been recalcula
accordingly and they do not show significant differences.
this work, the critical region was never approached clo
thand566.3 kg/m3 andT55.54 K and thus the thermody
namics properties fit of Ref.@12# is used, without any critica
point extra correction. An experimental validation of the fi
is provided by redundant measurements of~Ra,Nu! pairs at a
given Pr and for different temperatures and densities.

FIG. 2. Cross section of the cylindrical cell with zooms on t
surface roughness. The distributed heater on each plate consist
single 2 m long constantan wire, distributed axisymmetrically.
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observe that identical Ra and Pr obtained with different d
sities in Ref.@9# result in the same Nu.

Below Ra5106, the onset-of-convection region is used
a test regime for the sensitivity of the setup. Indeed, the
is operated at a very low level of heating~a few hundreds of
nanowatts! and for temperature difference between the pla
down to 650mK. This onset Ra number (43104) is in
agreement with the measured value inG50.5 aspect ratio
cells of low sidewall conductivity@9–11#.

Figure 3 gathers our data and those from the Chava
et al. smooth surface cell@9#. For comparison, data from th
Oregon experiment@8# ~Pr50.7! and the recent measure
ments by Xuet al. @18# in acetone~Pr54 and aspect ratio
0.5! are plotted. from Ra533107 up to 231011, the Pr
numbers remain close to 0.90~60.25! in both Grenoble ex-
periments. Within the data uncertainty, there is no differen
between the results. Defining the thermal boundary la
thickness asl th5h/2 Nu, l th is always at least 1.5 time
thicker than our roughness. Under these conditions, it w
previously shown on smaller ranges of Ra numbers (9

,Ra,1011) that the heat transfer is not affected by the s
blayer roughness~see, for example, Ref.@19#!.

From Ra5231011 up to roughly 231012, 275.l th
.110mm and no measurable difference appears between
Grenoble’s data from the rough and the smooth surface c
~note that in this regime, the formula forl th should be con-
sidered as an estimate!. The rising of the new regime mea
sured in Ref.@6# is indeed not affected by the addition of ou
roughness.

Above roughly Ra5231012, the Nu~Ra! dependence is
explored for three different Pr numbers~1.5, 3.65, and 4.75!.
These constant Pr numbers series are obtained for den
of 39.8 kg/m3 ~Pr51.5, 3.65! and 66.3 kg/m3 ~Pr54.75!. the
data can be fitted by a Nu5s Rag power law withg50.51
60.015. Thisg exponent optimizes the compensated pl
Nu/Rag versus Ra. NuRa20.5 is plotted on Fig. 4. This uncer

of a
FIG. 3. Dependence of Nu on Ra in the hard turbulence and

regimes in cells of aspect ratio 0.5 and for 0.6,Pr,5. Closed sym-
bols, our rough cell~see Fig. 1 for details of the symbols!; s

Grenoble smooth surface cell@6,9,10#; d Oregon experiment@8#
~smooth surface!, and 3 Santa Barbara experiment@18# ~smooth
surface!. The 0.5 slope corresponds to the predicted ultimate reg
asymptotic dependence.
3-2
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tainty on g is compatible with the helium properties fit un
certainty. Indeed, the Ra/DT factor, which only depends on
the He properties, varies monotonously by less than 1
within each Pr series. Assuming a 30% uncertainty on
variation of this factor would give a60.02 maximum uncer-
tainty of g. The Pr dependence of thes factor is weak:
around a 15% increase for nearly 220% increase in Pr
could result from the uncertainty in the He properties fi
Within experimental uncertainty, theg exponent is indepen
dent to a tilt of the cell~5°! and to nonsymmetrical bottom
plate heating~for the location of the heater, see Fig. 2!.

This Ra0.5 dependence is observed on a wide range~a
factor of 20 in Ra, almost the total range of an experim
with classical fluids!. This allows to discriminate from a
simple crossover where the effective surface felt by the fl
would increase as the boundary layer gets thinner than
roughness. The effect of such a crossover with a sim
V-shape type of roughness has already been observe
lower Ra numbers@19#. When the boundary layerl th equals
80% of the roughness height, the Nu increases abruptly o
less than 0.2 decades in Ra. In the same experiment, tg
exponent has shown to be the same before and after
crossover~see also Ref.@20#!. These observations are at va
ance with ours. They are also at variance with the obser
effect of a wide distribution of scales for the roughne
which widens the crossover and mimics a different expon
@21#. This is why we choose this monodisperse, alrea
tested,V-shape roughness, and this confirms us in the
lowing interpretation.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the compensated quantity NuRa20.5 on
Ra.j, Pr,1; d, 1,Pr,1.15;,, 1.4,Pr,1.55;., 3.5,Pr,3.75;
l, 4.6,Pr,4.9.
v.
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Most theories@2# for the ultimate convection regime rel
on three keypoints:

~i! accepted results for passive scalar heat transpor
turbulent boundary layers,

~ii ! an exact relation between~Nu21!Ra and the dissipa
tion within the cell,

~iii ! an estimation of the viscous dissipation based on
logarithmic turbulent velocity profile.

The resulting prediction for the Nu~Ra! dependence is up
to a numerical factor ~see, for example, Ref.@2#!:
Nu5Ra0.5/~ln Ra)1.5. In this relation, the logarithmic facto
results from the variation of the viscous sublayer thickn
with Ra. In our experiment, the roughness imposes a n
length scale to the boundary layers when the thermal bou
ary layer gets thinner than typically 110mm that is for Ra
'231012. In this case, the sublayer thickness is fixed by
roughness and the logarithmic correction becomes irrelev
Consequently, for Ra as low as Ra'231012, the Nu ~Ra!
dependence has to be asymptotic.

This can be seen as the thermal transport equivalence
well known result@22# for velocity turbulence on a plate
Indeed the logarithmic velocity profile on flat plate go
down to the viscous sublayer whose depth depends on
Reynolds number. This results in a logarithmical depende
of the friction coefficient versus Re. On a rough plate it go
down to the roughness scale, which makes the friction co
ficient independent of Re.

The observation we report of this wall roughness eff
supports the interpretation of a laminar-turbulent transition
the boundary layer to explain the occurrence of a transit
in the smooth cell of Chavanneet al. @6#. The reason why
this transition is not seen in the Oregon experiment@8# is
another problem, which remains unexplained. Studies are
der progress@23# to understand the mechanism occurring
the boundary conditions which would favor, delay, or pr
vent the occurrence of this transition.

The main result reported in this paper is the observat
of a Nu;Ra0.5 power law. This dependence is coherent w
the asymptotic prediction for the ultimate convection regim
An analogy with the turbulent friction coefficient over fla
and rough plates suggests that roughness cancels the co
tions introduced in ultimate regime theories and makes p
sible the observation of the asymptotic regime. A compa
son with the Chavanneet al. experiment@6# ~smooth surface
cell! supports the interpretation of a boundary layer lamin
turbulent transition of the ultimate regime for Ra as low
231011.
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